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another thing i have always admired is the simple beauty of the hornby products from both a
design and a build perspective. i have always tried to make the most out of my kit even in my
most basic of layouts. also the performance of the kits is always thought provoking and mind

expanding. the first hornby i owned and operated was the wonderfully unique and also renowned
blackfriars track. i am pleased to say that my current layout, bolsover, is a hornby based layout
and is my most complex layout to date. when someone new to the hobby is looking at a hornby
layout i find it particularly instructive to show them the hornby layout and explain its strengths

and flaws. as one can see from the previous posts that i have been more and more ambitious. my
most recent layout was to produce a hornby based model railway featuring a hornby theme. this

workhorse of a layout was to represent the ironbridge gorge area of the world renowned wye
valley powered by the same hornby locotec electrics. the hornby western power line, the

dreamland express, the camelot & the cotswold express, the golden arrow and the trusty topoco
trains made up the locomotive and rolling stock. the layout featured a variety of coking fired

furnaces, mining, pottery and cotton spinning along with various other industrial activities from
the area. the layout which i started at the start of 2013 evolved into a layout that in part used a

whole variety of hornby products and also the original 1968 hornby & wills western powerline iron
track. haha, three weeks ago! i received an email from hammersmith with time and other

location options. i was still undecided as hammersmith isn't anywhere near where i live now. they
have an excellent choice with cost and location, so i went with them. we had a good chat on the
phone over the course of three hours, and he gave me a couple of options for my workshop in
plymouth. he knows i've built a kit workshop. he said he wanted to check some other sites. he

sounded very pleasant and he really seemed to care. the morning after i finally woke up and got
off my butt and placed my order with hammersmith, i got a message from hammersmith that

they had found a space for me at their site. i couldn't be more pleased.
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i have just spent a pleasant weekend operating mild wilds /
hornby magazines layout bolsover and seven pit lane at the

southwold show in suffolk. one of the more unusual aspects of
this layout is its use of the hornby railmaster dcc system,
probably the first exhibition layout operating an intensive

sequence to do so. continue reading southwold show, bolsover
and hornbys railmaster all images in this blog are copyright

myself and or the kernow model rail centre / chris nevard / mike
wild / paul bason / andy york / hornby magazine / model rail /
brm magazine (see links above) posted here with their kind

express permission, unless otherwise credited. this web site and
any of its contents may not be copied, translated or distributed

in any manner (electronic, web or printed) without the prior
written consent of graham r muspratt. that's what i had

understood too having read this forum for the past few years.
however, the guy from hattons was dismissive of all hornby
controllers. it seems even more bizarre that hattons don't
mention this on their website as i suspect the hornby elite

accounts for a large proportion of their dcc customers
controllers, they even fit their own decoders by default as part

of their dcc installation service. there is no mention that the
resulting loco would be incompatible with many peoples
layouts. haha, three weeks ago! i received an email from

hammersmith with time and other location options. i was still
undecided as hammersmith isn't anywhere near where i live

now. they have an excellent choice with cost and location, so i
went with them. we had a good chat on the phone over the

course of three hours, and he gave me a couple of options for
my workshop in plymouth. he knew i've built a kit workshop. he

said he wanted to check some other sites. he sounded very
pleasant and he really seemed to care. the morning after i

finally woke up and got off my butt and placed my order with
hammersmith, i got a message from hammersmith that they

had found a space for me at their site. i couldn't be more
pleased. 5ec8ef588b
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